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Foreword (extract)
After Lithuania regained its independence, alongside other cultural, artistic
and scientific changes the scope of musicological research widened to a
considerable extent. Intensified contacts with the scientific community and
the study of new scientific literature of foreign countries were of great im-
portance. Since the beginning of the 1990s Lithuanian musicologists were
very active in taking part in the activities of international organizations.
They became members of the "International Musicological Society" (IMS),
"Internationale Organisation der Volkskunst" (IOV), "European Seminar in
Ethnomusicology" (ESEM), "International Council of Traditional Music"
(ICTM), "International Project on Musical Signification", "International
Society of Contemporary Music" (ISCM), "Arbeitsgemeinschaft für die
Musikgeschichte in Mittel- und Osteuropa an der Technischen Universität
Chemnitz" .
Lithuanian musicologists did not confine themselves to the subjects of
local importance, but set to comparative investigations of different ethnic
and national cultures, searches of general regularities of musical creation
and perception, studies of new compositional techniques and analytical
methods. The field of interdisciplinary research increased, the methodology
of the other humanities and natural sciences was put into practice in greater
extent. [...]
Increased activities of Lithuanian musicologists set the necessity to es-
tablish a special continuous publication of their important investigations. In
the multi-volume scientific edition "Lithuanian Musicology" the works of
Lithuanian musicologists from different institutions are published as weH as
investigations of foreign authors, which relate in some way to Lithuanian
musical culture. Summaries ofthe first 12 articles by the authors:
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Algirdas Ambrazas, M. K. Ciurlionio simfonines poemos Miske anali-
tines interpretacijos [ Analytical Interpretations of M. K. Ciurlionis'
Symphonie poem Miske [In the forest]]
The aim of the article is to dweil upon some stereotypes of musical fonn
analysis in the context of the popular symphonic poem Miske [In the forest]
(1900-1901), composed by M. K. Ciurlionis (1875-1911), the founder of
Lithuanian symphonic music. The analysis of the poem's subject relations
and its tonal scheme makes us reject the ternary fonn model, ascribed to the
musical composition by its first researcher (K. Kaveckas), or the suggested
"free fantasy" concept (VI. Jakubenas). Having thoroughly analyzed Ciurli-
onis' symphonic poem, V. Landsbergis rightly perceived a modified sonata
fonn. However, he did not interpret clearly the peculiarities of its usage and
the functions of separate parts of the fonn.
This article considers Ciurlionis' symphonic poem Miske as a sonata
fonn with full mirror recapitulation, excluding an independent part of the
themes' adoption. The scheme of the fonn shows a proportional arrange-
ment of themes and sections on both sides of the central axis separating
exposition and recapitulation. The successively maintained principle of
mirror recapitulation also gives the symphonic poem a secondary, seven-
part concentric fonn (ABCDCBA). Whereas functional relations between
the main tonalities ofthe symphonic poem fonn a prominent two-part struc-
ture which reminds of the so called "dual fonn" (H. Erpf). M. K. Ciurlionis
peculiarly reflected the tendencies, which became evident in the prominent
one-movement compositions by the 19thcentury romantic composers (Liszt,
Wagner, Chopin): the monothematic and mixed fonns, especially the syn-
thesis of sonata and concentric fonns. The tendency towards manifold
scheme and multi-significance of fonns in these musical compositions as
weil as in M. K. Ciurlionis' poem are also related to the so-called composi-
tional modulation (V. Bobrovski), which can cause an illusion of ternary
divisibility.
The original as weil as logical choice of M. K. Ciurlionis symphonic
poem's architecture and dramaturgy testify that the composer was a broad-
minded person who had reached artistic maturity and mastery. However,
inadequately estimated proportions between the different parts and the
dominance of constant episodes over non-constant ones from the tonality
point of view - which is especially evident towards the end of the composi-
tion - give an undesirable impression of a static character and prolixity of
the music. The perfonners and conductors of the symphonic poem become
faced with a special task - while having to properly reveal the real internal
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music structure programmed in the composition's text, they also have to
soften some drawbacks ofthe form by help ofinterpretative means.
Audrone Jurkenaite, Seto analizes teorijos metmenys [Dimensions of
Set- Theory Analysis]
The main concepts and procedures of the set-theory analysis are examined
in this article. In the introductory part the set-theory is viewed in the musi-
cological context of the 20th century, marking out two stages of the set-
theory development: compositional (M. Babbitt) and analytical (A. Forte).
The first section of the article presents the pitch-class set (pc set) and its
properties according to Forte: normal and the best normal order, prime
form, basic interval pattern, interval vector and index of uniqueness. The
author notes unique reductional properties of Forte's analytical system: any
pc set can be reduced to one of only 228 prime forms. The second section is
devoted to various relations of pc sets, namely transpositional and inver-
sional equivalence and invariance, inclusion, similarity, complementation,
set-complex and subcomplex relation.
The author of this article admits the hierarchical structure of the set-
theory analysis. She arranges the principal elements of the set-theory on the
chart, consisting of three levels. The first level represents the pc set and two
aspects of its structure: the pitch-class content and the interval content. The
second and most important level consists of diverse relations of sets, which
substantiate the profound structural coherence of atonal music. The third
level expresses the peculiar macrostructure of pitch organization - a set
complex as the set of sets.
Vita Gruodyte, Teoriniai muzikines erdves suvokimo apmatai [Theo-
retical Outline of a Musical Spaciousness Perception]
Giving a name to musical space and defining the limits of its meaning be-
comes difficult not only because the application field of this concept is very
broad, but also because the spectrum of the theoretical evaluations fluctu-
ates between two extremes. On the one hand, its existence is totally denied.
On the other hand, we face total assertion, where musical space is con-
sidered as an immanent feature of sound. The area beween these two ex-
tremes comprises a great variety of various space classifications.
The broad spectrum of opinions is probably mainly influenced by the
fact that space in the context of music is a perception phenomenon, which is
almost invisible in the score (except in graphic scores, the drawing ofwhich
usually does not correspond to their perception). However, in order to affect
in some way the listener, this phenomenon may be declared by the com-
poser in various forms. The listener's position becomes more complicated
not only because the sensation of musical space may be diverse, but also
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because its exact definition is still not clear. Thus, during the listening act it
is possible to hear different spaces and different levels of a musical compo-
sition. Hence, with regard both to intentions and perception, musical space
can be expressed in three different forms: the geometric, the kinetic and the
psychological. Moreover, musical space may have different paths in the
process chain of creation-perception.
The main task of musical space research is not only to determine the
ways and features of its perception, but also the compliance degree of the
spatial systems formed by the composer - i.e. the relationship between the
models of the composer's spatial image and the perception of these systems.
Such a process, the so caHed "codyfying" of the composer's side and
"de-codyfying" of the listener's side, becomes rather complicated. The first
reason is that it is not clear whether a spatial character, as one of the most
important features of a musical composition, has already become a code in
contemporary music - especiaHy of the second part of the 20th century - or
whether the spacial character just remains on the level of associations,
stirred by the perception: associations between the audible sonorous stream
and the personal experience. In other words, it is not clear wheather a spe-
cific intention of the camposer to create a certain spatial model may be
treated as the principal stylistic trait - his characteristic "spatiography" -
which would namely help to recognize the compositional trait of the author.
This question is burdened by the fact that the listener may experience some
individual inner "acts of instantaneous spatiality", which may remain inde-
pendent of any creative intentions.
Jürate Trilupaitiene, ISM. Mafvydo knygq: giesme, jos vieta liturgijoje
ir mokykloje [On Books of Martynas Mazvydas: Canto, its Place in
Liturgy and School]
The article deals with connotations published in the first Lithuanian books
in the 16thcentury. The author refers to these books, "Catechismusa prasty
szadei" (1547) and "Gesmes Chrikszoniskas gedamas baßniczosu per
Welikas ir Sekminias ik Aduenta" (1570), which were published in Königs-
berg. The importance of the cantos in these books as weH as their place in
the church ceremonies of the Lithuanian Lutheran community is being
analyzed. The role of some of these in the Lithuanian eduational traning
process is being examined as weIl. These books were prepared by Martynas
Ma.zvydas, the initiator of the Lithuanian written language. The purpose-
fuHy composed selection of cantos testifies his originality and creativity.
In the middle of the 16thcentury cultural workers translated cantos into
Lithuanian from German, Polish and probably Czech books of songs, thus
purposefuHy creating a single-minded selection of song books. They paid
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particular attention to the church music reform propagated by Martin Lu-
ther, the main goal of which was improve the studying of the art of music
by stirring up the pupils' active participation in the leaming and singing
process of Lutheran choral songs both at school and during the church
ceremonies. Matvydas included a rather big number of school songs into
his song books and only one four-part canto, assigned for the Latin lan-
guage study. Mazvydas sought to improve church music of the weak
Lithuanian communities as weIl as their professional performing. His song
books became the basis for all the subsequent Lithuanian Lutheran books,
published in Lithuania Minor.
Karina Firkaviciiite, Panazijizmo koncepcija ir Lietuvos karaimq li-
turginis giedojimas [A Pan-Asiatic Conception of Music and Liturgical
Chant of Lithuanian Karaims]
In this article two musicological concepts are presented. Both of them have
the intention to integrate Asian music cultures into the pan-Asiatic system.
The first concept, created by Edith Gerson-Kiwi, manipulates with global
criteria (such as recitation on a central tone, differences between religious
chant and folklore in Asian cultures, notation principles) as the main ones
enabling us to ascribe music tradition to a pan-Asiatic group. The second
one, created by Regina Randhofer, works in a very different way. The au-
thor analyzes the psalm singing of 6 Christi an and lewish communities
finding out some crucial principles of their musical systems which are
strong enough to form aseparate (pan-Asiatic) group by representing the
very Asiatic core. Randhofer bases her theory on a specific ford and sound
relation of the chant and considers that relation to be the main working
principle of the pan-Asiatic group of musical traditions.
Karina Firkaviciüte tends to prove the effectiveness ofthat (second) sys-
tematic point of view basing her theory on the liturgical chant of the Lithua-
nian Karaims and pointing out the important principles of musical orality
still alive in the Lithuanian community of Karaims. This all assurnes that
the Karaim liturgical chant in Lithuania belongs to the so called pan-Asiatic
group (after Randhofer)
Karaims form the smallest national minority in Lithuania being of
Turkic ethnicity and confessing the Karaism. The general context of East-
West opposition is also explicated.
Jonas Vilimas, GrigaliSkasis choralas: tradicija ar tradicijos [Gregor-
ian chaot: Tradition or Traditions]
The principal aim of the paper is to discuss the question of tradition in Gre-
gorian chant in the Middle Ages with regard to some specific features of it
in the medieval Grand Duchy of Lithuania. In the first half of the article the
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author discusses the notion of tradition in general. In connection with this,
different approaches to the Gregorian chant are examined as weIl. Particular
attention is drawn to the methodology of CAO-ECE as presented by L.
Dobszay. On the basis of its key principals as weIl as source analysis the
second part of the paper deals with the beginnings of the Gregorian chant in
medieval Lithuania. Because of the lack of primary sources from the earli-
est period the diplomatie sources are taken into account. However, even
closer analysis of these provides certain ground for several hypotheses.
They could be formulated as folIows: it is highly believable that at the be-
ginning the Franciscans and their chant was the most influential. However,
it is hard to assume that this influence was effective in the long run. Late
diplomatie sources reveal a rather controversial pieture, where it is rather
difficult to find a uniform tradition. To prove all these propositions more
profound research is necessary.
Jürate Gustaite, Poemiskumo fenomenas Aleksandro Skriabino küry-
boje [The Phenomenon of "Poem" in Skriabin's Works]
The subject of the article was motivated by the belief that the essential pe-
culiarities of a poem accumulate the main and the most individual features
of Alexander Skriabin's creative output. He composed three symphonie
poems: Symphony No. 3, Le divin poeme (1904), Le poeme de l'extase
(1907) and Promethee, le poeme du Jeu (1910). After this work he did not
come back to the symphony genre. He also composed 20 piano poems
(1903-1914) and is considered to be the founder ofthis music genre. These
poems and the symphonies as weIl as some of his piano works of other
genres are closely related by features of programme music, dramaturgy,
formal development and musical language. The concept of essential pecu-
liarities of a poem purposefully embraces the totality of these links and thus
allows to proclaim the poetic thinking as the essential sign of Skriabin's
work.
While looking for the substance of this statement the attention was
drawn to points of contact between Franz Liszt, the founder of the sym-
phonie poem genre (Sinfonische Dichtung) and Skriabin's oeuvre. Skri-
abin's creative work distinguishes itself from that of Liszt by the fact that in
his programme music he never referred to the literary or pictorial works of
other authors. The programmatic source of Skriabin's poems is the world of
his own philosophical ideas and notions. Moreover, features of essential
peculiarities of a poem had already existed in his works of other genres
before the appearance of the first poems.
In the course of accentuating the vital factor of the concept of poem and
the significance of a subjective standpoint towards the world, we can notice
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a newly revealed projection of Skriabin's personality towards his creation.
This personality incorporates both a sensitive lyricist and a deep thinker,
who considers philosophy and music as expressions of the same ideas. The
double-dealing characters of existence did not exist for this idealist, who
was sometimes even considered to be a solipsist, someone for whom the all
divine "I" unites the universal-mystical and empirical-subjective aspects. Hs
active rudiment was "the creating spirit". These views directly affected the
composer's artistic thinking. Therefore his programme music represents a
very individual quality ofthis phenomenon in music history.
Skriabin liked to generalize his thoughts in a firm logic form. He used to
draw his own works' graphic schemes. He also used to look for a work's
constructive idea, which would hold the whole musical matter from the su-
preme dimension up to the smallest details and influence every moment of
the process (e.g. the structural idea ofiambus in Le poeme de l'extase or the
function of Promethean hexachords being the central element in Le poeme
dufeu). All his symphonic poems are characteristic in having a triad drama-
turgy - beginning with "the great subtlety" through "the active efficiency" to
"the great grandiosity" -, which in every musical composition individually
transforms the form of a sonata.
Skriabin's piano poems are of a peculiarly ephemeral genre. They are
elose to the composer's lyrical-epic pieces and preludes (the little poems,
characteristic of simple forms) or sonatas (Poeme satanique, the poem Vers
la flamme both of which develop principles of this form). However, the
most important reference poi, prompting to perceive the purest essential
peculiarities of a poem in a musical composition is the name "piano poem"
for a musical genre, pointed out by the composer. The late piano poems
(from op. 52) are satiated with complicated cosmic mystical allusions and
metaphorically reveal "dematerialized" texture. These poems testify much
more than the symphonic ones that Skriabin's essential peculiarities of a
poem is not only a systematic but also an evolving phenomenon.
Inga Jankauskiene, Simfonines ir kamerines instrumentines muzikos
koneertq apzvaIga (1918-1940) [A Survey of Symphonie and Chamber
Musie Coneerts (1918-1940»)
Concert activity in pre-war Lithuania (1918-1940) can be separated into
four periods:
(1) 1918-1923: Period of the formation of concert activities and or-
ganizational structures, and the concentration of ensembles and rep-
ertoire.
(2) 1923-1928: Period of debuts of conductors and orchestras. Their
heyday and period of competition. The return of musicians who
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studies abroad. The consolidation of Lithuanian music concerts and
its propagation in the periphery and the musicians' fight for their
rights.
(3) 1928-1933: This period is characterized by the dominance of for-
eign conductors, performers as well as foreign music. But the ranks
of composers were soon filled by people who were trained at the
Kaunas Music School (later the Kaunas Conservatoire).
(4) 1933-1940: It was aperiod when Lithuanian composers and per-
formers established their authority in the world of Lithuanian mu-
sic. Lithuanian composers and conductors travelled widely abroad
and the Lithuanian National Radio began broadcasting. Lithuanian
music inside and outside the country borders. This had a great in-
fluence on society and the policy of concert performances.
Daiva Raciünaite-Vyciniene, Dviej1l prad1l- vokalinio ir instrumentinio
_ susipynimas sutartineje "Buvo diida Vilniuj" [Weavingog Two Ru-
diments - Vocal and Instrumental One - in the Sutartine "Buvo diida
Vilniuj" ["There was a Pipe in Vilnius"]
The author draws attention to the original group of "Buvo diida Vilniuj"
["There was a Pipe in Vilnius"] sutartines which has not been analyzed in
detail yet. Until now (together with some other sutartines ofthis type) they
have been homogeneously conceded as sutartines of less value as compared
with the "real" sutartines doubles, trebles and those offour lines. The author
tries to look at these "modem" sutartines noticing at the same time an old
distinguishing feature of the archaic folklore, both - vocal and instrumental
- chanting the sounds of indefinite pitch, syllability, using different rhyth-
mic formulas in different parts, ostinato form, etc. These specific features
can be recognized in the archaic folklore of other nations as weIl.
The author uses synchronic and diachronic methods in the analysis of
separate components (rhythmic, melodies, etc.) of the sutartine "Buvo diida
Vilniuj" ["There was a Pipe in Vilnius"]. This type of sutartine is compared
with examples of the same age and examples based on a very rudiment way
of musical thinking (it could be a collective work accompanied by different
onomatopoetic words, pieces created by little children or shepherds, cow-
boys etc.). The historical typological comparison discloses some certain
universal rules, which were similar in various cultures and in different eras.
Some researchers consider that these sutartines are modem, i.e. date from
the beginning of the 20thcentury. However, in some cases there are a lot of
hidden archaic elements, which could pre-date them. This phenomenon
could be considered as a type of "collective sutartines", which had existed
among the other vocal and instrumental sutartines. While the latter were
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perfonned by musicians and singers who had skills, the collective sutartines
involved a much bigger number of participants. It was like a specific vocal
game for participants of different age groups that were perfonning different
parts.
The lowest part of the "Buvo düda Vilniuj" sutartines denies the belief
that there was no bourdon in Lithuania. But in reality its origin has not been
proved. It could be an imitation of the drone of the bag-pipe (which would
testity, that it used to be a very popular instrument in Lithuania), or an imi-
tation of the low bass of the string instruments or any other blustering
sound (e.g. millstone).
Of course, there could be some other interpretation of the "Lithuanian
bourdon", which would induce further investigations on this topic, which is
of wide interest internationally.
Dalia Urbanaviciene, Tradicinio sokio fiksavimo metodika [The Ways
of Fixing a Traditional Dance]
The aim of this article is to introduce the original system of dance notation,
the so-called "dance-stenography" created by Dalia Urbanaviciene, adapted
to Lithuanian traditional dance.
The systems of traditional (folk) dance description, the development of
their creation, spreading, methodology, main principles etc. are reviewed in
the introduction "The systems of dance description (notation) in the world
and in Lithuania". Western European countries became the leaders in the
development of notation systems, adapted to professional dance, but the
methods of traditional dance description were created mostly in Eastern
Europe (Albania, Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Gennany, Latvia, Russia,
Ukraine) and in Scandinavian countries (Norway, Denmark). Most of the
notation systems, adapted to tradition al dance, were created in countries
where a traditional dance was alive and was perceived as the indication of
national character. The notation systems of folk dance usually have only
local importance. The universal, but more complicated "Laban notation" is
used in ethnochoreology for international aims. Nevertheless, the verbal
description of folk dance is the most popular in many countries. The verbal
description is mainly used in Lithuania as weil. The development of folk
dance description in Lithuania, its positive and negative sides are reviewed
in the introduction of this article.
The first folk dance notation system in Lithuania - the method of dance
stenography - is introduced in the main part of the article. This method is
based on the specifics of Lithuanian traditional dance: it is mainly adapted
to fix the group and couple dances, characteristic for Lithuanian ethnocho-
reography. The main principles of dance stenography are that the dance is
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decomposed into separate levels according to the type of dance (cho-
reographical patterns, figures, steps etc.), which synchronously are co-or-
dinated with a melody. When the group dances, the danced sutartines and
the couple dances are fixed - similar to a stenography process.
The choreography is marked using signs as weIl as abbreviated verbal
description. The independent system of fixing is used for separate choreo-
graphie levels. For instance, the graphical symbols showing the performers,
their position, and dance direction are used in the "level of choreographical
patterns". The fragment of joining hands (including 2-3 performers) is
graphically shown in the "level of joinings"; the dance figure (including the
position of a defined number of dancers, joining hands and dance direction)
is shown using symbols in the "level of figure". In the "level of independent
hand movements" the rhythmic movements of arms (claps and others) are
shown using signs; other movements of hands are described in an abbrevi-
ated verbal way. In the "level of steps" the simple steps are marked using
terms while a system of signs (including the duration, direction and charac-
ter of a step) is created to fix complicated steps.
The big part of signs and terms, which have already taken roots in
Lithuanian choreography, are incorporated into a stenographical system and
the new signs, which enable to shorten the dance description, are drawn into
it too. This system is suggested for the usage in the field work, also for
analysis and the catalogue ofLithuanian traditional dance.
Gvidas Vilys, Siaures rytq Europos tautq signaliniq lentq signalai ir jq
sandara [Signals of Northeast European Nations' "Signal Boards" and
Their Structure)
The main features of signal boards are as follows: rectangular wooden slabs
of various size which are vibrated with one or more sticks. In the Lithua-
nian region we can find four types of signal boards:
Fixed signal boards.
Signal board, which is carried by a human.
Signal board, which is hung on a human.
Signal board, which hung for cattle.
Nations ofNortheast Europe used such sound instruments until the mid-
dIe of the 20thcentury when the wooden instruments were changed by iron
ones. However, signal boards are known in a huge territory of Northeast
Europe, we can find different types of this instrument in different areas.
Having reviewed the repertory of signal boards, we distinguish two
kinds of signals: nonrhythmic structures such as noise and sound signals
and signals of rhythmic structure.
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There are two different frequencies to signal boards: more rhythmic
strokes (frequent beating) and less rhythmic strokes (rare beating) at the
same period of time. All signals of rhythmic structure are formed from
rhythmic formulas. We can pick out four formulars, which are used to com-
pose various rhythmic combinations. Due to the formulas and their combi-
nations all motives of rhythmic structure signals have been formed. The
main feature of a rhythmic motive is one or two strokes with longer rhyth-
mic value (usually accentuated) after a sequence of many shorter rhythmie
value strokes. The strike (or strokes) whieh has a longer rhythmie value
always hows the end of a rhythmic motive. Most rhythmic motives are very
similar to eaeh other but they are usually differentiated by the final aecent.
Having observed the regularity of all rhythmie motives we distinguish four
rhythmie types elose to eaeh other. One or more rhythmie motives ean form
a rhythmic phrase. The most evident feature for separation of arhythmie
phrase is the suecession of three strokes at the end of a phrase. One, two,
three or more strokes with longer rhythmie value are very eharaeteristie for
the beginning and end of signals.
The signals of rhythmie strueture were beaten on fixed boards in ono-
matopoetie words. We ean divide all those words into two groups: written
onomatopoetie signals and written signals with semantic words.
The signal board is one of the oldest sound instruments and in their use
we ean notice the relie of past eultures. The origin of rhythm is related to
the origin of humankind. As man was ehanging rhythm was ehanging with
hirn as weIl.
Rüta Simonye-Zarskiene, Siaures rytq Europos tautq skuduCiq tipo in-
strumentq repertuaras [The Repertoire of Multi-Pipe Whistles of
Northeast European Nations]
In this artiele the repertoire of the multi-pipe whistles (Lithuanian "skudu-
ciai", Komi "pöljannez" and "kuima ehipsan", Russian "kuvikly" and "ku-
gikly") of Northeast European nations is eompared. The most arehaie part
of the repertoire of the instruments in diseussion eneompasses the pieees
imitating nature sounds (e.g. Komi "The way the euekoo sings", "Barking
of a dog", Lithuanian "Duck", "Hoopoe", "Cat" ete.). The most signifieant
features of these Lithuanian pieees are the rhythms and the rhythmie inde-
pendenee of separate voices, and the effeet of parallel seeond aeeords. The
tune line was mainly an inter-linking ofseparate voices.
In the seeond part of the repertoire there were aseribed pieees, e.g.
Lithuanian "sutartines" (polyphonie songs), dance type pieees of the Komi,
and Russian as weIl as Komi songs), whieh at first appearanee seem to be
far from arehaic eompared with the pieees of "imitation musie". Never-
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theless, syncretism, resemblance to the works of the first group, and pecu-
liarities of the performance (e.g. relations between the performance of
Lithuanian "sutartines" and the playing "in pairs" of Komi and Russian
women) prove this group to be also an archaic layer of ethnomusic. The
most recent part of the repertoire, including works played by these pipes in
an ensemble with other instruments and a voice, reflects the traditions of
recent centuries.
Rimantas Astrauskas, Lietuviq ir baltarusiq (gudq) etniniai rysiai, re-
miantis etnomuzikologijos duomenimis [Ethnic Relations between
Lithuanians and Belorussians based on Ethnomusicological Data]
The paper deals with the traditional calendar melodies of Eastern Lithua-
nians and Western Belorussians. Typological paralleis in calendar music as
weIl as in wedding and other ritual genres are evident and abundant. During
Soviet times in Lithuania (1940-1990) the only possible way to explain
them politically was through the concept of contacts and enriching influ-
ences mostly of bigger nations to smaller ones. The author is claiming this
point of view and argues for the principal impossibility of handing down or
taking over a ritual music tune from one nation to the other. Similarities of
traditional music of Eastern Lithuania and Western Belorussia could be
explained by the transmission of genetic contacts of inhabitants and by re-
ferring to the same cultural and administrative unit in the past. This is com-
monly known since the Middle Ages and is called "Nalsia Land" in
historical sources. It was one of the first units included in the Great King-
dom of Lithuania. The roots of common musical traits might be even deeper
and reach the archaeological culture of stroked ceramics or perhaps the
Neolithic Narva culture known in this territory.
Oratorium Marianum der Wroclawer Universität, Redaktion Henryk
Dziurla, Wroclaw (Verlag der Wroclawer Universität) 1999.
Genau am 15. November 1997, während des feierlichen Konzertes des
Kammerorchesters "Amadeus" unter der Leitung von Agnieszka Duczmal
und unter der Teilnahme von Krzysztof Jablonski, wurde der nach den
Kriegszerstörungen wiederaufgebaute Barockmusiksaal von Wroclaw
(nicht mit der Aula Leopoldina zu verwechseln), das sogenannte Oratorium
Marianum, der Benutzung übergegeben. Dazu veröffentlichte der Verlag
der Wroclawer Universität 1999 unter der Redaktion des Kunsthistorikers
Henryk Dziurla ein reich illustriertes Album, in dem sich die ftinf folgenden
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